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ABSTRACT: Industrial loads reduce the Power Factor (PF) of supply systems, causing increases in power losses, 

damaging equipment and higher utility bills. Optimization techniques are used in planning reactive sources to improve 

PF of power systems. However, conventional techniques suffer difficulties in passing over local optimal, divergence 

risk, constraints handling or computing higher order derivatives. Herein, the hybridization of Particle Swarm and 

Harmony Search Algorithm (PS – HSA) is developed for optimal capacitor planning to improve PF, and comparison 

is made with the Enhanced Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO) and Improved Adaptive Harmony Search Algorithm 

(IAHSA). The test systems are the Modified IEEE 6 and 16 buses and nodes respectively. To create semblance of 

industrial load dominated power systems, the test networks were modified by increasing the reactive load demand at 

all buses of the IEEE 6 and 16 by 50% and 70% respectively. The capacitor is modelled as static shunt-controlled 

element deployed to inject reactive power at buses/nodes. Results show that for IEEE 6 buses, PF improved from 0.68 

to 0.8983, 0.8986 and 0.8992 with EPSO, IAHSA and hybrid PS – HSA respectively. Similarly, in IEEE 16 nodes, 

PF improved from 0.76 to 0.9439, 0.943, and 0.944 with EPSO, IAHSA and hybrid PS – HSA respectively.  

Furthermore, real power losses reduced from 16.94 MW to 14.03 MW in IEEE 6 buses, translating to 17.2% reduction 

with the hybrid PS - HSA. While in IEEE 16 nodes, reduction is from 0.719 MW to 0.69 MW accounting for 4% 

reduction, also with the hybrid PS - HSA. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An electrical power system is responsible for supplying 

electrical power to various types of electrical loads, including 

resistive, capacitive, and inductive loads (Beck, 2018). Each 

load type exhibits distinct electrical characteristics when 

connected to the power system. A resistive load converts 

electrical energy into thermal energy and consumes power in 

such a way that the current wave remains in sync with the 

voltage wave. Hence, the Power Factor (PF) for a resistive load 

is unity. On the other hand, a capacitive load causes the current 

wave to lead the voltage wave due to the time required for the 

dielectric material to charge up fully. Consequently, the PF of 

a capacitive load is leading. Similarly, an inductive load causes 

the current wave to lag behind the voltage wave as it takes time 

to establish its magnetic field when voltage is applied. 

Therefore, the PF of an inductive load is lagging (Blume, 2007; 

Che Soh et al., 2014). The PF in an electrical power system is 

defined as the cosine of the angle between the current and 

voltage (Che Soh et al., 2014). 

Due to the inherent characteristics of inductive loads, it 

leads to reduced PF in an electrical power system (Subjak and 

Mcquilkin, 1990). Work in García et al., (2003) and Lasseter 

et al., (2011) opined that one of the factors that causes 

inefficiencies in electrical power system is PF, and leads to loss 

in power system.  Also, Lasseter et al., (2011) and Che Soh et 

al., (2014) indicated that inductive loads such as induction 

motors, transformers, ballast lamps, welding machine, 

induction furnace, causes low power factors in power system, 

because when inductive loads are connected to electrical power 

system, it draws magnetizing current to maintain magnetic 

field of coils and this magnetizing current is out of phase with 

voltage. The magnetizing current, responsible for generating 

flux in the iron, operates out of phase with the voltage and 

induces rotation in the motor shaft. This current remains 

unaffected by the load driven by the motor and typically ranges 

from 20% to 60% of the rated full load current (Lasseter et al., 

2011). However, the magnetizing current does not contribute 

to the work output of the inductive load. Consequently, when 

dealing with an inductive load with a magnetizing current 

equivalent to 25% of the full rated current, the power factor of 

the electrical power system decreases to 0.75, thereby reducing 

the overall efficiency of the system to 75%. 

The inefficiencies of electrical power system introduced by 

low PF; power factor correction becomes very important in 

electrical power systems. Improving PF reduces loss in the 

electrical power system as the effect of magnetizing current 
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(reactive power) of inductive loads are reduced while not 

affecting the operation of the inductive loads. In all PF 

correction techniques, the goal is to inject a leading current into 

the electrical power system to cancel the effect of lagging 

current introduced by the inductive loads. The power factor is 

improved basically by connecting devices that have the 

capacity to draw leading power in parallel with the load 

drawing lagging power, thus partly or completely neutralizing 

the lagging power component of the load and thereby 

improving the power factor of the system.  

Reactive current in the transmission system contributes to 

increased losses, reduced power factor, decreased power 

transmission capacity, and potential voltage fluctuations at the 

receiving end. Additionally, abrupt variations in reactive 

power consumption by inductive loads can induce voltage 

amplitude oscillations, which can impact the real power 

demand of the electric system and give rise to power 

oscillations (Mehta and Mehta, 2008; Ospina and Van Cutsem, 

2020). Because load connected in an electrical power system 

is not static, dynamic method of power factor correction is the 

best method for improving the power factor of electrical power 

system. Capacitors are used in correcting power factor in 

electrical power system as it injects leading current into the 

electrical power system, thereby countering the effect of the 

lagging current caused by inductive load. Optimal correction 

of power factor requires that a power factor close to unity is 

achieved, in which voltage and current in the electrical power 

system are in phase, or in order words, the lagging current 

caused by inductive load is of the same magnitude and in 

opposite direction to the leading current injected by capacitor 

into the electrical power system. If the capacitor connected to 

the electrical system injects less leading current than the 

lagging current into the electrical power system, the resultant 

power factor will be less than 1 while injecting high leading 

current into the system by using higher capacitance value leads 

to over correction of the power factor, making the power factor 

more than 1, which introduces more problem in the power 

system. 

Conventional approaches to capacitor planning are based 

on discrete allocation of the capacitor banks, and the reactive 

power injection from a capacitor bank is also discrete. For 

instance, the loss sensitivity factors is used to identify the buses 

requiring compensation in  (Elsheikh et al., 2014), while some 

voltage stability indices are used to determine the optimal 

buses aimed at improving power factor in (Sajjadi, Haghifam 

and Salehi, 2013; Gampa and Das, 2016). Recently, 

optimization algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) and their enhance variants were deployed for capacitor 

planning to improve power factor (Tahir, Rasheed and Rahmat, 

2022). The PSO approach and its variant are however deficient 

in exploitation capability compare to exploration, which makes 

them vulnerable to local optimal solution.  

PSO deploys multiple candidate solution refers to as 

particles over the entire search space. The candidate solutions 

co-exist and cooperates simultaneously. Each particle of the 

swarm flies in the entire search space, which improves the 

exploration capability of PSO over its exploitation of given 

solution space. On the other hand, the Harmony Search 

Algorithm’s (HAS), implementation has capability in 

improving exploitation with few adjustable parameters, easy 

and the ability to balance exploitation and exploration during 

search. This paper therefore, developed a hybrid which aims to 

enhance the exploitation capability of PSO by through 

hybridization of PSO with the Harmony Search Algorithm 

(HSA). 

 

Brief Review 

 

Ramadan, et al., (2017) utilizes PSO to address the 

capacitor allocation problem in power distribution systems, 

specifically a modified IEEE 16-nodes distribution system 

connected to wind power generation. Through proper capacitor 

allocation and optimization, they achieved reductions in power 

losses and improvements in the voltage profile while ignoring 

power factor correction. Also,  Eswaran and Kumar, (2017) 

utilized PSO to identify optimal turning point for distributed 

static synchronous compensator (DSTATCOM) for 

controlling reactive power demand in both distributed power 

management systems and grid-connected systems without 

power factor correction. In another view point, Mohammadi, 

(2017) employed a PSO algorithm to simultaneously 

determine the optimal placement and sizing of a shunt Active 

Power Conditioner (APC) and shunt capacitor in a distribution 

system with harmonic distortion. The objective function 

considered were power losses, energy losses, and the costs 

associated with capacitor banks and APCs. In a similar vein, 

Yapici and Çetinkaya, (2017) proposed the Eagle Strategy with 

Particle Swarm Optimization (ESPSO) to improve the 

efficiency of PSO for minimizing power losses in power 

systems. In contrast, Bouaraki and Recioui, (2017) utilized 

Teaching Learning Based Optimization for the optimal 

placement of power factor correction capacitors in power 

systems, the optimization was tested on distribution network 

only. 

In Mendoza, et al., (2019), optimal capacitor allocation and 

sizing in distribution networks using PSO algorithm was 

demonstrated, while Neupane et al., (2020), also utilizes PSO 

to obtain only the optimal sizes of capacitors and the optimal 

location was obtained using Loss Sensitivity Factors; an 

approach vulnerable of local optimal solutions with false loss 

sensitivity location. Again, the approach was demonstrated in 

33-kV distribution system, and the performance in 

transmission network is uncertain. Balu and Mukherjee, (2020) 

employed Constriction Factor Particle Swarm Optimization 

(CFPSO) to determine the optimal location and sizing of 

Distributed Generation and Shunt Capacitor Banks in a radial 

distribution system, with power loss, stabilized voltage profile, 

increased the system stabilization index and voltage deviation 

IEEE 33-bus system, thus outperforming traditional PSO. In 

another variant of PSO, Zou, (2021) developed a fuzzy PSO 

for reactive power optimization control without considering 

impacts on power factor.  

Consequently, Iza, et al., (2022) focused on power factor 

improvement by employing conventional PSO for the optimal 

planning of D-STATCOM; Kumar, (2022) uses the fuzzy-PSO 

to enhance power quality in a photovoltaic integrated shunt 

active power filter; Chen, el al., (2022) demonstrated the 

optimal allocation of capacitor banks in distribution systems 
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using PSO that incorporated time-varying acceleration 

coefficients. While the fuzzy-PSO variants is promising, the 

discrete nature of fuzzy decisions is also vulnerable to local 

optimal and thus unable to provide a balance between 

exploration and exploitation especially in convex and mix-

integer optimization problems. Hence, to improve the 

exploitation ability of PSO, Tahir, et al., (2022) uses an 

Enhanced Modified Particle Swarm Optimization approach for 

optimal placement of capacitors in radial distribution grids 

while the robustness in transmission networks with higher 

power flow and stressed voltages were not considered. 

The studies reviewed thus far above, employ PSO or its 

variants as an optimization algorithm to solve different 

optimization problems in power systems. Particularly, PSO is 

utilized for optimal single capacitor allocation, sizing, and 

placement, as well as for achieving power loss reduction, 

voltage profile enhancement, reactive power demand 

management, power factor improvement, and optimal 

allocation of capacitor banks (Gampa and Das, 2016; Balu and 

Mukherjee, 2020; Tahir, Rasheed and Rahmat, 2022). These 

studies demonstrate the effectiveness of PSO in addressing 

various optimization challenges only in power distribution 

systems, while also ignoring the performance of these 

approaches in the transmission network. Moreover, none of the 

variants of PSO improves its exploitation capability.  

Therefore, Qiao, et al., (2015) employed an Adaptive 

Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO) for Reactive Power 

Optimization (RPO), enhancing convergence rate and 

accuracy. The algorithm was validated on the IEEE 30-bus 

power system. In a different study, Khadhraoui et al., (2016) 

utilized a Modified Particle Swarm Optimization (MPSO) to 

optimize component selection for shunt active filters, aimed at 

harmonic elimination and power factor correction. The MPSO 

algorithm facilitated the identification of optimal control 

parameter values for a given load.  Naderi et al., (2017) 

presented a Fuzzy Adaptive Heterogeneous Comprehensive-

Learning Particle Swarm Optimization (FAHCLPSO) 

algorithm for addressing the large-scale Optimal Reactive 

Power Dispatch (ORPD) problem in transmission networks to 

minimize active power losses and voltage deviation. In 

Hussain, et al.,  (2018), the MPSO is applied for Reactive 

Power Dispatch (RPD). The MPSO resulted in improved 

search quality, reduced calculation time, and enhanced 

convergence characteristics. Furthermore, Yoshida and 

Fukuyama, (2018) introduced Differential Evolution Particle 

Optimization for voltage and reactive power control in 

transmission. The proposed algorithm improved solution 

quality and computation speed, outperforming conventional 

techniques in terms of active power loss minimization. Lotfi, 

et al., (2018) focused on simultaneous placement of capacitors 

and distributed generation (DG) in distribution networks using 

PSO algorithm, aiming to optimize the system's performance.  

Although, PSO were applied for optimizing different 

objectives in power systems, these studies showcase the 

application of PSO to address optimization problems 

performing well in either distribution or transmission networks 

of a power systems. However, the exploitation capability in 

terms of ability to exhaustively search a given space in contrast 

to the entire search space, has not been adequately addressed. 

This is evident from the focus of these studies on either 

distribution or transmission networks only. Thus, the 

conventional PSO and its variants still suffer from issues of 

local optimal due to lack of balance between exploration and 

exploitation capability. Researchers have also introduced 

variants of the PSO such as Fuzzy control based PSO, Adaptive 

PSO, Enhanced PSO, Improved PSO, Comprehensive learning 

PSO, Improved Pseudo-Gradient Search-Particle Swarm 

Optimization (IPG-PSO), Eagle Strategy with PSO (ESPSO), 

Modified PSO (MPSO), and Constriction Factor PSO 

(CFPSO) to optimize different objectives in power systems, 

achieving notable improvements in terms of active power loss 

minimization, convergence rate, accuracy, and overall system 

performance. However, these variants are limited in improving 

the exploitation capacity of the conventional PSO. 

Consequently, this paper develops a hybrid Particle Swarm 

and Harmony Search Algorithm (PS – HSA) for power factor 

correction in a reactive load dominated power systems. The 

developed PS – HSA was demonstrated in both transmission 

and distribution network. The rest of the paper is 

systematically organized thus: Section II provide formulation 

of load flow equation for the power flow routine, problem 

formulation and methodology are described in section III, 

results and their discussion is presented in section IV and 

section V draws conclusion from the results obtained. 

II. FORMULATION OF LOAD FLOW EQUATIONS  

 

Generally, the complex power flow equation with real 

coefficients is given by Eqn. (1).  
*

* *

1 1

n n

i i i i ik k i ik k

k k

S V I V Y V V Y V
= =

 
= = = 

 
 

 

In Eqn.(1), ,, ,i i k i ikS V V I and Y
are the apparent 

power, voltage magnitude at ith and kth buses, as well as the 

admittance between ith and kth buses respectively. 

The admittances, complex voltages at the ith and kth buses 

and voltage angles are defined by Eqns. (2) to (4) respectively. 

ik ik ikY G jB= +
 

ij

i i i iV V e V
 = = 

 

ik i k  = −
 

The complex power equation described in Eqn (5) is 

resolved into the real and reactive power to obtain the power 

balance Eqns.  (6) and (7). 
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(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

( )
1

         Sin Cos
n

i Gi Di i k ik ik ik ik

k

Q Q Q V V G B 
=

= − = −
(7) 

In the Newton-Raphson power flow algorithm, the 

Newton's method is used to determine the voltage magnitude 

and angle at each bus in the power system that satisfies power 

balance of Eqns. (6) and (7). Therefore, the task here is to solve 

the power balance equations such that we have Eqns. (8) and 

(9). 

 

( )
1

Cos Sin     0
n

i k ik ik ik ik Gi Di

k

V V G B P P 
=

+ − + =
(8) 

( )
1

Sin Cos    0
n

i k ik ik ik ik Gi Di

k

V V G B Q Q 
=

− − + =
(9) 

For convenience, Eqns. (6) and (7) is written as in Eqns. 

(10) and (11), while the simplified power balance equation is 

expressed in Eqns. (12) and (13). 

 

( )
1
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n
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       (10) 
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( )        0i Gi DiP P P− + =x
                                            (12) 

( )      0i Gi DiQ Q Q− + =x
                                          (13) 

In Eqns. (12) and (13), the terms ( ) iP x and ( ) iQ x

expresses power flow from the ith bus into the system and 

represented in terms of voltage magnitudes and angles, while 

GiP DiP
, GiQ

, DiQ
are the generations and                                   

demand at the given bus. 

In a system consisting of a slack bus and the remaining 

PQ buses, the power flow problem entails utilizing the power 

balance equations to determine the unknown voltage 

magnitudes and angles based on the provided bus generations 

and demands. Subsequently, the obtained solution is utilized to 

calculate the real and reactive power injection at the slack bus. 

Assume the slack bus is the first bus (with a fixed voltage 

angle/magnitude). The goal therefore is to determine the 

voltage angle/magnitude at the other buses. Consequently, the 

compact power flow Eqn. (14) is solved, with the definitions 

given by Eqns. (15) and (16). 
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The Jacobian elements are calculated by differentiating 

each function, ( )if  , with respect to each variable. A typical 

Jacobian is given by Eqn. (17). 
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A. MVAR Estimation of Capacitors  

The reactive power injection from a capacitor bank, in order 

to improve power factor from a given value 1pf  to a target 

value 2pf is approximately estimated by Eqn.  (18), where cQ

is the total injective reactive power of the capacitor bank, 1

and 2  are the inverse cosine of the power factor (pf) values 

of a given and targeted values respectively. 

1 2(tan tan )c GQ P  = −
 

 
1

1 1cos pf −=
 

1

2 2cos pf −=
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Figure 1: Schematic of Data Exchange in 

the implementation environment 

Eqn. (21) defines the total real power generation of the test 

network under consideration and whose power factor is to be 

improved. 

1

ng
i

G g

i

P P
=

=
 

Thus, in the reactive power estimation of Eqn. (18), the 

total network’s real power generation is computed by Eqn. 

(21),while Eqns. (19) and (20) gives the inverse cosine of the 

power factors before and after reactive compensation. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY AND PROBLEM 

FORMULATION 

A. Simulation Environment MATLAB/MATPOWER 

The simulation environment involves the exchange of data 

and information between MATPOWER which executes the 

load flow (thereby computing the power factor, power losses 

and voltage) and the MATLAB which implement the 

optimization routines of (IAHSO and E-PSO). Figure 1 

illustrate the implementation and information exchange 

between MATPOWER and MATLAB. 

Firstly, the load flow solution at base case obtained from 

MATPOWER routines provides the power factor, power loss 

and voltage deviation without capacitor compensation. This 

generated data is passed into the MATLAB which runs the 

optimization algorithms. In the initialization of PSO and HSA, 

initial random solutions comprising of capacitor locations and 

sizes, this information are also passed into the MATPOWER 

load flow routine to evaluate the fitness: power factor, power 

loss and voltage deviation with the capacitor compensation. 

This bidirectional information exchange continues until the 

stopping criteria. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Formulation of Objective function for Power Factor 

Correction 

The power factor correction techniques adopted is the 

optimal capacitor placement and sizing using metaheuristic 

optimization. The objective is the maximization of the power 

factor of inductive load dominated power system. From the p-

q transformation theory, the active and reactive power of 

electrical system is given by Eqns. (22) and(23).  

p v i v i   = +
 

q v i v i   = −
 

Where p and q are the active and reactive powers 

respectively. Where vα and iα are real voltage and current 

value, while vβ and iβ are T/4 period delayed value from 

voltage and current data which will be obtained from T/4 delay 

orthogonal signal generator (OSG). 

The power factor of the electrical system can be 

determined using Eqns. (24) to (27). 

( ) 2 2  Apparent pow S p qer = +
 

( )
p

Power factor pf
S

=
 

2 2

p
pf

p q
=

+
 

( ) ( )

v i v i
pf

v i v i v i v i

   

       

+
=

+ + −
 

For a given power systems network with gn number of 

generators, the power factor of the entire network is calculated 

from the source end according to Eqn. (28). Where 
i

gP and i

gS

are the ith generator’s active and apparent power generation 

(Mahmoud and Emam, 2022). 

1

g in

g

i
i g

P
pf

S=

=
 

Hence, the optimal capacitor planning in a reactive power 

dominated power systems seeks to optimally determine the 

location and amount of MVAR injection to improve the power 

factor (B. -J. Huang, 2018; Prasetyo et al., 2021). 

C. Modelling of Capacitors in Load Flow 

Shunt capacitors are static controlled elements deployed 

to inject reactive power at buses whose voltage magnitude fall 

below or above the acceptable voltage range. The shunt 

capacitor is often installed at the load nodes in a transmission 

and distribution substation, along the distribution feeder, or in 

a transmission substation. The shunt capacitor is modeled as a 

fixed impedance to ground at a bus given as bus i  (Qin et al., 

2019).  The admittance of the shunt capacitor element at bus i  

is given by the Eqn. (29).  
i i i

sh sh shy g jb= +
 

An 1bn   vector of shunt admittances at all buses of a 

network is expressed by Eqn. (30). 

sh sh shY G jB= +
 

In MATPOWER, the parameters 

i

shg
 and 

i

shb
 are 

specified in columns GS (5) and BS (6), respectively, in the ith 

row of the bus matrix as equivalent MW (consumed) and 

MVAr (injected) at a nominal voltage magnitude of 1.0 p.u., 

and angle of zero (Zimmerman, et al.  (2011). 
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(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

Figure 2: Model of a Shunt Capacitor connected to a bus bar 

(40) 

Step 1 Start PSO Initialization. 
Generate Initial Swarm population similar. 

Evaluate the fitness of each member of the swarm, 

(PF, Power Loss and Voltage Deviation). 
Start PSO’s Main Loop. 

Step 2 Start HSO Main Loop.  

Transfer the Swarm particles as Harmonies with their 
corresponding fitness. 

Step 3 Sort Harmony fitness to obtain the global (Only 

Power Factor is sorted as fitness criteria). 
Step 4 Improvise new Harmony and evaluate its fitness (PF, 

Power Loss and Voltage Deviation). 

Step 5 Merge Harmony and New Harmony. 
Update the global fitness due to merged Harmony. 

Step 6 Check termination criteria for HSO Loop, if yes move 

to step 7, otherwise go to step 4. 
End of HSO  

Step 7 Transfer updated Harmony into particles with their 

corresponding fitness. 
Updates particles personal best and Global Best (PF, 

Power Loss and Voltage Deviation).. 

Step 8 Compute new velocities  

Step 9 Get new particles positions with the computed 

velocities 
Step 10 Compute the fitness of these new particle’s positions 

Step 11 Check termination criteria PSO’s Main Loop, if we 
yes move to step 12, otherwise go to step 1. 

Step 12  End of PSO 

 

Table 1: Algorithm for Hybrid PS - HSA 

Figure 2 depicts the simple model of a shunt capacitor 

connected at a bus bar for power factor correction. 

The power flow equations (in terms of the active and 

reactive components) for a power system network without 

capacitor compensation, solved by Newton-Raphson’s 

iterative method are expressed by Eqns. (31) and (32). 

1

Cos( ) 1, 2,3
n

g d

i i i j ij ij j i

j

P P VV Y i n  
=

− = + − =
 

                                                                                (31) 

1

Sin( ) 1, 2,3
n

g d

i i i j ij ij j i

j

Q Q VV Y i n  
=

− = − + − =
  

                                                                               (32) 

Where active and reactive power generated at the ith bus 

are 
g

iP  and 
g

iQ  respectively. Active and reactive power 

consumed at the ith bus are 
d

iP and 
d

iQ . V    is the bus 

voltage and associated angle, ijY  , denotes the element of 

bus admittance matrix and the associated angle. Applying 

Taylor series to Eqns. (31) and (32), the following first order 

approximation is obtained as Eqn. (33). 

1 2

3 4

J JP

J J VQ

    
=            

The active and reactive power mismatch is thus expressed 

in Eqns. (34) and (35). 
( ) ( )k sch k

i iP P P = −
 

( ) ( )k sch k

i iQ Q Q = −
 

From the Eqns. (34) and (35), The new estimate for bus 

voltages is expressed by Eqns. (36) and (37). 
1 (k) (k)k

i i i  + = +
 

1 (k) (k)k

i i iV V V+ = + 
 

Now, with the injection of reactive power from the shunt-

connected capacitor, the reactive power Eqn. (32) becomes 

modified and expressed by Eqn. (38). 

1

Sin( ) 1, 2,3
n

g d c

i i i i j ij ij j i

j

Q Q Q VV Y i n  
=

− + = − + − =
 

                                                                            (38) 

Such that 
c

iQ is the reactive power support from the 

shunt-connected capacitor, and its value is estimated using 

Eqn. (39). 

( ) ( )1 1

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

1 1
sin cos ( ) sin cos ( )c

iQ P pf pf
pf pf

− −
 

= − 
    

                                                                         (39) 

Where P is the active power without capacitor 

compensation in the system, (1)pf is the uncompensated 

system power factor and (2)pf  is the compensated system 

power factor. The equivalent capacitance requirement for the 
c

iQ amount of compensation is given by Eqn. (40) 
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D. Hybrid Particle Swarm – Harmony Search Algorithm (PS 

– HSA) 

The hybrid Particle Swarm – Harmony Search Algorithm (PS 

– HSA) combines both the exploration and exploitation 

capabilities of the EPS and IAHSO. While the EPSO initializes 

the swarm populations within the entire search space, the 

IAHSO modifies the individual particles turned harmonies, 

thereby exploiting the potentials of such solution. For an gn

generator power network, the PS – HSA objective function is 

implemented by Eqn. (28), while the reactive injection from 

the capacitor is computed by Eqn. (39). The algorithm for 

hybrid Particle Swarm – Harmony Search optimization is 

given in Table 1, while the flowchart implementation of the 

algorithm is given in Figure 3. 
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E. Performance evaluation of IAHSO, EPSO and PS – HSA 

The various optimization techniques are evaluated in terms 

of the ability to obtain the optimal power factor compared to 

others, number of iterations to optimal solutions using their 

convergence characteristic curve. The results in terms of the 

power factor, power losses and voltage profile of each test 

network are compared under IAHSO, EPSO and PS – HSA. 

The parameters of the three optimization algorithms are 

documented in Table 2, where the EPSO, IAHSA and the 

PSO’s loop of the Hybrid PS – HSA all have the same swarm 

sizes. For both IEEE 6 buses and IEEE 16 nodes. This will 

ensure a fair basis for comparison.  Also, due to the search 

space area, in terms of the candidate location for capacitor 

placement, where IEEE 6 buses has 6 possible location and 

IEEE 16 nodes with 16 buses location, the number of iterations 

in each differs in accordance with the search space as indicated 

in Table 2. All other parameters for the HAS loop are the same. 

The online diagram of the test systems in Power Systems 

Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) are depicted in Figures 4 and 5  for 

IEEE 6 buses and IEEE 16 nodes respectively. 

In Figures 4 and 5, the online diagram indicates the buses 

or nodes where generator buses are located. In the 

implementation of the load flow routine and optimal capacitor 

planning, these buses are excluded from the search space. 

Additionally, for ease of reproducibility, the bus or node 

designated as slack is also indicated.  

 

 
Figure 3: Flowchart for the Hybrid PS – HSA for PF Corrections 
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Figure 4: Modified IEEE 6 buses Model in PSAT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameters EPSO IAHSA Hybrid PS – HSA 

IEEE 6 buses IEEE 16 nodes IEEE 6 

buses 

IEEE 16 

nodes 

IEEE 

6 
buses 

IEEE 

16 
nodes 

Swarm Size 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Max_Iter 200 2000 200 2000 PSO_loop = 100 

HSA_loop = 2 

PSO_loop = 100 

HSA_loop = 20 

C -- -- 1 1 -- -- 
C1 1 1 -- -- 1 1 

C2 4-C1 4-C1 -- -- 4-C1 4-C1 

W (MaxIt - iter)/MaxIt 
  

(MaxIt_pso - iter_pso)/MaxIt_pso; 
HMCR -- -- 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

HMCR_max -- -- 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

HMCR_min -- -- 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 
PAR -- -- 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

PAR_max -- -- 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
PAR_min -- -- 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

bw -- -- 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

bw_max -- -- 1 1 1 1 
bw_min -- -- 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 

 

Table 2: Parameters of the three Optimization Algorithm 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The base case pf is 0.676 and 0.76 for the IEEE 6 buses and 

IEEE 16 nodes respectively. Furthermore, in the base case 

power flow solutions, the total real power losses are 16.940 

MW in IEEE 6 buses. Similarly, in the case of IEEE 16 nodes 

distribution network case study, the total real power loss is 

obtained as 0.719 MW. 

 

A. Results of IEEE 6 Buses Transmission Network 

         As earlier noted, from the base case solutions of the IEEE 

6 buses transmission test network, the base case power factor 

without capacitor placement is computed using equation (28) 

as 0.676. Also, the total power loss is obtained as 16.94 MW. 

The implementation of the three algorithms is therefore 

targeted at maximization of the power factor pf. 

B. Optimal Capacitor Placement in IEEE 6 Buses using 

EPSO 

Upon the execution of the EPSO for optimal capacitor 

placement in IEEE 6 buses network for pf correction, the pf 

was improved from the base case value of 0.676 to 0.8981 as 

depicted in Figure 6. It is observed from Figure 6 that the pf 

with EPSO converges after about 74 iterations, while the mean 

value, which indicates the number of iterations where all 

members of the swarm reached the same optimal pf of 0.898 is 

after 161 iterations. 

C. Optimal Capacitor Placement in IEEE 6 Buses using 

IAHSA 

In the case of IAHSA, Figure 7 shows the convergence 

curve where one of the harmonies obtained the optimal pf of 

0.898 after 67 iterations and the mean which indicates the  

 

number of iterations where all members of the harmony 

memory reached the optimal pf is after 95 iterations. 

 

D. Optimal Capacitor Placement in IEEE 6 Buses using 

Hybrid PS – HAS 

For the hybrid PS – HSA, the convergence characteristics 

is depicted in Figure 8. In other to ensure fair comparison, the 

hybrid PS – HSA convergence curve is plotted for the entire 

iteration loop which can be computed from Table 2, that is; 100 

iterations of the PSO’s loop multiplied by 2 iterations of the 

HSA loop, gives 200 iterations. Consequently, from Figure 8, 

the hybrid PS – HSA converges after just about 12 iterations 

while the mean for all members of the harmonies and swarm 

reached the optimal pf after 77 iterations. 

The performance of the three algorithms EPSO, IAHSA 

and hybrid PS – HSA in terms of the convergence 

characteristics are depicted in Figure 9. 

 

E. Optimal Capacitor Placement in IEEE 16 Nodes 

Distribution Network 

Similar to the results of the IEEE 6 buses, the base case 

solutions of the IEEE 16 nodes distribution test network are also 

obtained. The base case power factor without capacitor is 

equally computed using Eqn. (28), as 0.76. Also, the total power 

loss is obtained as 0.719 MW. The three algorithms are executed 

with maximization of the power factor pf as objective function. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Modified IEEE 16 notes Model in PSAT 
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F. Optimal Capacitor Placement in IEEE 16 Nodes using 

EPSO 

After the maximum number of 2000 iterations of the EPSO 

for optimal capacitor placement in IEEE 16 buses for power 

factor (pf) correction, the pf was improved from the base case 

value of 0.76 to 0.9439 as depicted in Figure 10. From this 

figure, the pf with EPSO converges after about 597 iterations, 

while the mean value, indicating the number of iterations at 

which all members of the swarm reached the same optimal pf of 

0.88439 is after 1575 iterations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G. Optimal Capacitor Placement in IEEE 16 Nodes using 

IAHSA 

The convergence characteristics of IAHSA in the case of 

IEEE 16 nodes distribution test network is given in Figure 11. It 

is observed that the IAHSA obtained the optimal pf of 0.9427 

after 1795 iterations, while the mean pf for all members of the 

harmony memory is obtained at 1848 iterations. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Convergence characteristics of EPSO for IEEE 6 buses 

Figure 7: Convergence characteristics of IAHSA for IEEE 6 buses 
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Figure 8: Convergence characteristics of Hybrid PS – HSA IEEE 6 buses 

Figure 9: Performance comparison of EPSO, IAHS and Hybrid PS-HSO under IEEE 6 transmission network. 

Figure 10: Convergence characteristics of EPSO for IEEE 16 buses 
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H. Optimal Capacitor Placement in IEEE 16 Nodes using 

Hybrid PS – HSA 

In the same vein, the convergence curve of the hybrid PS – 

HSA is depicted in Figure 12, and the optimal pf obtained is 

0.9437 at about 209 iterations. It is observed that both the 

optimal pf and the mean of all members of the harmonies and 

swarm reached the optimal pf after approximately equal number 

of iterations. This is despite the starting point for the optimal pf 

which is above 0.93 and the mean pf at 0.85, as indicated in 

Figure 12. 

Furthermore, the performance comparison of the three 

algorithms: EPSO, IAHSA and hybrid PS – HSA under IEEE 

16 nodes distribution network are depicted in Figure 13. For 

both modified IEEE 6 buses transmission network and IEEE 16 

nodes distribution network, all the three algorithms were able to 

maximize the system power factor. In the case of the modified 

IEEE 6 buses, the improvement in pf is from 0.676 to 0.8981, 

0.8986 and 0.898 for EPSO, IAHSA and hybrid PS – HSA  

 

 

 

 

respectively. The EPSO, IAHSA and hybrid PS – HSA achieved 

the optimal pf after 74, 67 and 12 iterations respectively. Figure 

14 depicts the performance comparison in terms of the number 

of iterations to convergence. From Figure 14, it is evident that 

the proposed hybrid PS – HSA outperforms both EPSO and 

IAHSA with lower number of iterations to convergence. 

Similarly, in the case of IEEE 16 nodes distribution 

network, Figure 15 depicts the performance comparison in 

terms of the number of iterations to convergence, and it is shown 

again that the proposed hybrid PS – HSA outperforms both 

EPSO and IAHSA with lower number of iterations to 

convergence. Therefore, the hybrid PS – HSA performs better 

both in transmission and distribution network. 

 

Figure 11: Convergence characteristics of IAHSA for IEEE 16 nodes 

Figure 12: Convergence characteristics of Hybrid PS - HSA for IEEE 16 nodes 
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I. Impacts of Capacitor Placement on Real Power Loss 

Reduction 

Although this research focuses on the optimal capacitor 

placement for power factor correction, its impact on real power 

loss minimization is also investigated. Consequently, the line 

losses for each test network are obtained before and after 

placement of the capacitor at the optimally obtained bus or node 

obtained by the hybrid PS – HSA.  

Figure 16 shows the comparison between base case real 

power loss and the losses after optimal placement of capacitors 

in IEEE 6 buses transmission network. At the base case and 

without capacitor, the total power loss is about 16.94 MW, and 

upon placement of capacitor for power factor correction, the 

real power loss decreases to 14.03 MW, this account for 17.2% 

reduction in real power loss. 

Similarly, Figure 17 shows the comparison between the 

base case real power losses and the power losses after capacitor 

placement for power factor correction under the IEEE 16 nodes 

distribution network. As compared to the base case with total 

power loss of 0.719 MW, the optimal capacitor placement also 

achieved a reduction of real power loss to 0.69 MW. This 

results in about 4% reduction in power loss. 

Figure 13: Performance comparison of the convergence curves for EPSO, IAHS and Hybrid PS-HSO under IEEE 16 nodes 

distribution Network. 

Figure 14: Comparisons of EPSO, IAHSA and Hybrid PS – HSA 

under IEEE 6 buses. 
Figure 15: Comparisons of EPSO, IAHSA and Hybrid PS – HSA 

for IEEE 16 nodes. 
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J. Impacts of Capacitor Placement on Voltage Deviation 

Similarly, after optimal capacitor placement and sizing for 

power factor corrections, the impacts of the capacitor on voltage 

deviation at PQ buses are investigated. Consequently, Figure 18 

shows that the bus 5 voltage magnitude of IEEE 6 buses, 

improves from 0.92 p.u., to about 0.943 p. u, and the sums of 

the deviation of the voltage away from 1p.u., reduces from 

0.3214 to 0.3050. 

 

Similar trend is also observed for the case of IEEE 16 nodes 

as depicted in Figure 19, where it is observed that nodes 4 to 16 

all improves in magnitude due to MVAR injection from 

capacitor. The deviation of voltage decreases from 0.3267p.u., 

in the base case to 0.2098 after optimal capacitor placement in 

the IEEE 16 nodes network. 

Table 3 gives the detailed solution of the locations and sizes 

of the optimal capacitor placement for power factor correction 

in both the modified IEEE 6 and 16 buses and nodes 

respectively. 

 

Figure 16: Real power loss with/without capacitor optimal 

placement for IEEE 6 

Figure 17: Real power loss with/without capacitor optimal 

placement for IEEE 16. 
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Figure 18: Voltage Deviations with/without Capacitor for IEEE 6 

buses. 
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Figure 19: Voltage Deviations with/without Capacitor for IEEE 16 

nodes. 
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The impacts of optimal capacitor placement on both power 

loss and volage deviation with the objective of power factor 

correction were discussed. Although the capacitor placement 

and sizing objective centered on power factor improvement, 

this optimal placement also improves the power loss and 

voltage deviation of both test networks. Additionally, a 

validation on the size of capacitor was carried out in 

comparison with the theoretical MVAR requirement to 

improve the power factor. It was also observed that the MVAR 

obtained by the optimization algorithms were within range of 

the theoretical MVAR requirements calculated for both test 

networks. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this research work, the standard IEEE 6 buses and IEEE 

16 nodes test networks were modified to clearly depict an 

inductive load dominated power system; thereby modelling 

heavy presence of industrial loads. This is evident in the poor 

power factor recorded in both systems: 0.68 and 0.76 

respectively. A Hybrid Particle Swarm and Harmony Search 

Algorithm (PS – HSA) was developed to improve power factor 

of each test network measured from the source end. Optimal 

location and size of the capacitors in the IEEE 6 buses and 

IEEE 16 nodes were bus 6 with 150 MVAR injections, and 

node 16 with 14.99 MVAR injections respectively. The EPSO, 

IAHSA and hybrid PS – HSA achieved the optimal pf after 74, 

67 and 12 iterations respectively. The Improved quantitative 

power factor obtained are 0.8992 and 0.944 for IEEE 6 buses 

and IEEE 16 buses respectively with the hybrid PS – HSA. 

This improvement in real power utilization is attributed to the 

optimal capacitor sizing and location. These said improvement 

translate to 32% and 24% percentage improvement in power 

factor for IEEE 6 buses and IEEE 16 nodes, compared to the 

base case, respectively. The optimal planning of capacitors 

increases the efficiency of the power system in terms of 

minimization of power losses and voltage profile in the tested 

networks which were earlier dominated with inductive load. 

The efficiency is quantitatively measured as 17.2% and 4% 

reduction in power losses for IEEE 6 buses and IEEE 16 nodes 

respectively. Similarly, the improvement in voltage deviation 

indicates from 0.3214 to 0.3050 for IEEE 6 buses and from 

0.3267 to 0.2098 in the case of IEEE 16 nodes.  
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